Request for Bid

The Schley County Board of Education is asking for bids to replace the pipe from top to the pump, new wire, materials and labor. Also quote a new pump and constant pressure control separately.

1. Contractor is responsible to provide all insurance, license along with e-verify information at time of bid.
2. Contractor is to provide three to four completed commercial jobs equal to or larger than this project.
3. Contractor is to visit sight prior to bidding.
4. Contractor is to quote, pull pump, replace drop pipe using schedule 120 PVC, stainless couplings, and new wire.
5. When pump is pulled, if it needs to be replaced, on separate quote, need contractor to quote replacing the pump and motor with 20 hp 460 volt Stainless steel pump and motor, Gould pump and Gould S drive constant pressure controller or as equal.
6. Provide 3 year warranty on new system.
7. Contractor is to work with the School on scheduling.